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RETROSPECT.

You would have understood me had you waited,
I could have loved you dear, as well as be,
Had we not been impatient, dear, and fated
Always to disagree.

What is the use of speech? Silence were fitter,
Lest we should still be wishing things unsaid,
Though all the words we ever spake were bitter,
Shall I reproach you dead?

Nay, let this earth, your portion, likewise cover
All the old anger setting us apart;
Always in all, in truth was I your lover;
Always, I held your heart.

Late, late, I come to you now death discloses
Love, which in life was not to be our part;
On thy low-lying mound between the roses,
Sadly I cast my heart.

I would not waken you; nay! this is fitter,
Death and the darkness give you unto me,
Here, we who loved so, were so cold and bitter,
Hardly can disagree.
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VOICE.

would have under-stood me had you waited,

could have loved you dear, as well as he,
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Had we not been impatient, dear, and fated... Always to disagree.

What is the use of speech?

Silence were fitter, Lest we should still be wishing

things unsaid, Though all the words we ever spake were...
bitter, Shall I re-proach you dead?

Nay, let this earth, your portion, like-wise cov-er All the old ang-er

set-ting us a-part, Al-ways, in all, in truth was

I your lov-er, Al-ways I held your heart.
Late, late, I come to you now death discloses

Love, which in life was not to be our part, On thy low-lying mound between the roses, Sadly I cast my heart.
I would not wak-en you, nay, this is fit-ter,-
Death and the dark-ness

give you un-to me,
Here, we who loved so,

were so cold and bit-ter,
Hard-ly can dis-a-

sempre tranquillo
-gree.
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AFTERDAY
SOUND, I MADE A VILLANELLE
AIRES
AUTUMN SONG
A LOVELY KIND OF LOVING
BLACKBIRD'S SONG
DON'T COME IN, SIR! PLEASE!
EASTERN LAMENT, AN
EVENING
FUGU A DREAM'S SAKE
GIFT OF SILENCE, A
IN A LITTLE WAY
LITTLE SONG OF PICARDE, A
LUTE LOVE
LOVELY KIND AND KINDLY LOVING
MIND THE MELODY, No. 2
MIRAGE
OPIA
OLD SONG ENDED, AN
OLD SONGS IN NEW GUESE
ON HER WAY
2. Where she goes 3. Summer is worn in
2. Drive to the city with those eyes

OASIS'S SONO
PIERROT AND THE MOON MAIDEN
PRELUDE
REFLECTION, A
BOUND OF REST, A
SCOTCH LULLABY
SEEDNANE, A
SLEEP SONG
SONG OF LONDON, A
SONG OF WINE, A
SORROW
SPRING DITTY, A
SPRING SONG
TEXTING THRO' THE TWO CHINESE SONGS: I. WAWING
TWO POEMS: I. Visions of Vision
TWO SIDES: I. Alcaada
UNFORESEEN, THE
VALLEDUCION, A
VALLEY OF SILENCE, THE
VILLANELLE OF THE POET'S ROAD
VISION,
WHITE KNIGHT, THE
WHY 30 PALE AND WANDER?

Each: Price 2 Net.

ALBUMS OF SELECTED SONGS.

SOPRANO: CONTENTS:

DAFFODILS
A LITTLE SONG OF PICARDE.
A LOST LOVE.

CONTRALTO: CONTENTS:

OBSOLOET A GIFT OF SILENCE.
A LOST LOVE.
EVENING.

TENOR: CONTENTS:

Loves Quarell.
LOVELY KIND AND KINDLY LOVING
MIRAGE,

BARITONE: CONTENTS:

A SONG OF LONDON.
A SONG OF SILENCE.
A SONG OF THE POET'S ROAD.

Each: Price 3 Net.

PIANOFORTE MUSIC.

Price each: 20c.

AUGUSTINA
BITTENJORDO
BERGERSONNETTE (Water-Wagtail)
BRITISH MELODIES
CHANCE
BERGOISE
SHADY
THREE BAREFOOTED
ET CUS
HANDELIAN RHAPSODY
INTERMEZZO
LOTUS LAND
MAZURKA
MUSICAL SKETCHES
MUSICAL SKETCHES
OVER THE PRAIRIE

Price each: 30c.

PIERRETTE
PRELUDE SOLENNELLE
SCHERZO
SEVEN'TH
SOEUR JAPONAISE
SOLITUDE
SONATA
SHIRSH
SUITE in the Old Style Preludes—Andante—Allegro—Composa Complete
SUMMER SONG
SUITE in the Old Style
SUITE: 1. Allegro, 2. Adagio Cantabile
THREE FANTASIES
THREE FANTASIES
THREE FANTASIES
THREE FANTASIES
THREE FANTASIES
THREE FANTASIES
TOgether in a Cart
VALIERS CAPRICE

PIANO ALBUM.

CONTENTS:

BESOUCHE, SERENATA, SOLITUDE.

Complete: Price 4 Net.

ORGAN ALBUM.

SIX PIECES (Transcribed by Arthur W. Pollitt), VESPERALE
ALPINE SKETCHES
BY THE PRAIRIE
PIERRETTE

Complete: Price 3 Net.
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